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Sometimes artists use masking to leave areas as
 'negative space.' 

Take the simple vase on the left. 
 The positive space is the vase itself while the white areas are negative
space.  Now look to the right image of the vase.  Again, the vase outline

in white is positive space while the black is negative space.  

But do you see something else?
What do you notice?

What does it make you wonder?
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Rubins Vase
Wikipedia



What will you make?
Perhaps you want to make a 
pattern?
Or make your initial with tape?

. 

 TH INK  OF  THE SHAPES YOU

COULD MAKE .

65

Watercolours shoulld be
'watery,' thin colours. 

Where you put the sticker will
stay white when you paint
around it. 

USING ST ICKERS ,

MASKING TAPE ,  WASHI

TAPE OR V INYL  

Sponge
Watercolour Paints
Card for painting your
final peice on after
planning your painting.
Masking Tape

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Exploring the Rainbow
 You must make sure its well stuck
down. 

PAINT  AROUND IT

You are going to need :
Somewhere to paint.
Some water for cleaning your brush.
Scissors

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

What will you choose?
EXPLORE COLOUR
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Let it dry, (It must be dry.)
Peel it off.



Now you might have some ideas  to use in your
painting. You might make the letter of your name.

EXPLORATION  SHEET

Try sticking the dots on here

Try using the 
tape here....

Could you add them
together tomake a

shape?....

Wait for your paint to
dry before peeling it

off!!

WARNING



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?

What are your favourite colours? 

Sketch your some ideas for your
painting out here. Try a skyline. 

Use the card in your pack to make a nice
surprise for someone. Add some glitter!!



Make  Daisies in
the Grass

Can you make the daisies in the grass by
using stickers to 'mask' off the daisy shape. 
Paint around them to make the grass. 
Use yellow to give them middles.

Remember to share your work to ...
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